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(Nokio)
Yo yo this something that uh,
Old bottle Old whine,
An often gold type shitâ€¦ you know what I'm saying
I ain't gonna take this opportunity
To assassinate this character,
Cuz I still care for you,
But I ain't gonna stay at this table just staring at you

(Jazz)
Baby since I can't give nothing to eat,
Can you feed me with the knowledge
Of how I treat you so bad, and I make you so sad,
We can start at the table chopping the beef,
Then we can get to the meat and potatoes,
Of how we're gonna last, how we're gonna laugh,
I ain't questioning your gangster girl,
But we ain't living in a gangster world,
So all the stone stands in your heart of ice,
Can I get the stab once girl and change your life,

Chorus
You're below Zero,
You're the proudest girl I've ever known,
Like a queen who took the throne,
You're below zero,
And you stay on a bag of ice,
When I stay treating you right girl,
You're below zero,
I wish that I could warm you up, but my energy got
caught,
You're so cold, you're so cold you're so cold
Baby girl you're so called

You're as cold as ice, and after all the sacrifice
I showered you with love and you froze it over,
Now I'm fast slipping' fall that I can't get over, girl
Icicles formed on your shoulders girl
Stabbed me right in the arm when I get closer girl,
Lady you're a nice queen throw and get rid it,
I ain't trying to get caught unless pleasing
I ain't questioning your gangster girl,
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But we ain't living in a gangster world,
So all those stone stands in your heart of ice
Can I get the stab once girl and change your life,

Chorus
You're below Zero,
You're the prudest girl I've ever known,
Like a queen who took the throne,
You're below zero,
And you stay on a bag of ice,
When I keep treating you right girl,
You're below zero,
I wish that I could warm you up, but my energy got
caught,
You're so cold, you're so cold you're so cold
Baby girl you're so called

Nokio
I ain't gonna take this opportunity
To assassinate your character,
Cuz I still care for you,
(Help)
But I ain't gonna stay at this table just staring at you
I killed the heat and light now boy you bitch slappin
I look at your life girl no it won't happen
The fact lay the same now girl you aint clapping

Bridge
Oh oh I can't believe it,
The wind that you effect in your words got
communications freezing
Gotta have a heart to heart but it's not men that breath
it,
Now you pulled much attention the order I go I'm
thinking' about leaving
Too much for keeping
This whole love thing is dear jus to waste time to start
grieving

Heloo all... Nokio's part at the end got a bit too tricky so
help please... here you go:

(Nokio)
Yo yo this something that uh,
Old bottle Old whine,
An often gold type shitâ€¦ you know what I'm saying
I ain't gonna take this opportunity
To assassinate this character,
Cuz I still care for you,
But I ain't gonna stay at this table just staring at you



(Jazz)
Baby since I can't give nothing to eat,
Can you feed me with the knowledge
Of how I treat you so bad, and I make you so sad,
We can start at the table chopping the beef,
Then we can get to the meat and potatoes,
Of how we're gonna last, how we're gonna laugh,
I ain't questioning your gangster girl,
But we ain't living in a gangster world,
So all the stone stands in your heart of ice,
Can I get the stab once girl and change your life,

Chorus
You're below Zero,
You're the proudest girl I've ever known,
Like a queen who took the throne,
You're below zero,
And you stay on a bag of ice,
When I stay treating you right girl,
You're below zero,
I wish that I could warm you up, but my energy got
caught,
You're so cold, you're so cold you're so cold
Baby girl you're so called

You're as cold as ice, and after all the sacrifice
I showered you with love and you froze it over,
Now I'm fast slipping' fall that I can't get over, girl
Icicles formed on your shoulders girl
Stabbed me right in the arm when I get closer girl,
Lady you're a nice queen throw and get rid it,
I ain't trying to get caught unless pleasing
I ain't questioning your gangster girl,
But we ain't living in a gangster world,
So all those stone stands in your heart of ice
Can I get the stab once girl and change your life,

Chorus
You're below Zero,
You're the prudest girl I've ever known,
Like a queen who took the throne,
You're below zero,
And you stay on a bag of ice,
When I keep treating you right girl,
You're below zero,
I wish that I could warm you up, but my energy got
caught,
You're so cold, you're so cold you're so cold
Baby girl you're so called
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